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Reporting Fact of the Matter

Udaipur: Motorcyclists who

don’t wear helmets are twice

as likely to suffer neck injuries

in crashes compared to those

who use helmets. 

Doctors advices a must use

of helmets while riding two

wheelers. Latest study says

that riders who are putting hel-

mets while driving are con-

sidered to become a prey of

road accidents. Despite some

criticism of bike helmets for not

being protective enough, they

do cut the risk of severe trau-

matic brain injury (TBI) by half

when riders suffer a head

injury, a U.S. study suggests.

Riders with helmets were also

less likely to die from their

injuries, and less likely to break

facial bones, than those not

wearing a helmet, researchers

report in American Journal of

Surgery.

It is considered to be similar

to wearing a seat belt. It also

lowers the risk of injury and of

dying in a car accident. 

Millions of Indians ride motor-

cycles, but less than half wear

helmets. Researchers found

that people wearing helmets

had 52 percent lower risk of

severe TBI, compared to unhel-

meted riders, and a 44 per-

cent lower risk of death.

Riders with helmets also had

31 percent lower odds of facial

fractures. Helmets offered less

protection against fractures to

the lower part of the face, such

as the nose and jaw. Moreover,

people who wore helmets

reduced their likelihood of hav-

ing brain surgery, further con-

firming a certain level of pro-

tection with helmet use, the

study team writes.

-Dr. Ajitsingh

Neuro & spine surgeon,

Gbh American hospital

Udaipur: Keeping in view of Moto dri-

ven by PM Narendra Modi Khalsa dis-

cover lakecity Volvo Bus has recently

launched from Udaipur to Jodhpur.

This is the only bus service in Rajasthan

that provides all amenities to the tourists

as if they are traveling in AC train. The

bus will depart at 6 AM from Udaipur and

from Jodhpur simultaneously. Tourists can

enjoy tea and snacks as well as cold bev-

erages during traveling. Another aspect

tourists need not to worry about the facilities during the journey. The service of service boy is

peculiar future of Volvo; in fact the Volvo service connecting Mewar & Marwar has set an exam-

ple of a safe, hygienic and comfortable journey. Semi sleeper, two by two buses have enter-

tainment facilities like LED etc.  

U d a i p u r : ( A n u r a d h a

Shrivastava) There is nothing

inconvenient if there is a desire

to go somewhere different in

mind. Walking on the path of

fame, the dream of kissing an

anthem can also be easily

realized. It has been proved

by the daughter of the village

Basti, Anushri (33). NASA has

sent an invitation to Anushri for

training starting from April 1.

Anushree, daughter of Rakesh

Shrivastav, and Sunita resident

of Basti, Gandhi Nagar, is the

only daughter with sharp intel-

ligence. The family encour-

aged her to go to the Indian

Administrative Service. During

the preparations in 2003 in

Lucknow, the incident of

Kalpana Chawla's failed return

from a space mission shooked

Anushree. She read serious-

ly about the search for life on

Mars in the science book taken

for the preparation of civil ser-

vices.After this, her mind got

squeezed by civil services and

in this place the seeds of join-

ing the Mars mission developed

in her mind. While doing

Masters, Anushree turned the

direction of life by taking the

training of short term project

in Bio Technology from Bio Ax

DNA Research Center in

Lucknow. Meanwhile, the

University of Essex, a private

institute in England, offered the

MSc., which Anushree accept-

ed. While studying there, a pri-

vate American company

offered a training programme

for Mars Planet Movement in

the desserts of Utaah., which

she immediately accepted.

Apart from Anushree from

India, there were other trainees

as well from seven countries

to obtain training of living in the

atmosphere of Mars. 

Anushree says that during

training, she was employed

after wearing a space suit of

fifteen kg when she came out

of a hab. She also took a two-

month of training near the

North Pole where there was

no night in two months.Not only

this, in England for scientific

experiments related to Mars,

there was a fifteen-day train-

ing in salt mine, 1.1 km below

th e  e a r t h  a t t e n d e d  b y

Anushree. She said that her

life is now dedicated to dis-

covering life on Mars. From

April 1, there will be four months

training in NASA's Goddard

Space Flight Center, Mary

Landstate America. “The jour-

ney of mission space travel is

long. Still, I am confident about

my participation in the mission

of Mars”, she adds.
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Arushi Vyas      

Udaipur: With the dawn of the

sun, crops bloomed as a smile

of a newborn kid on the morn-

ing of New Year 2075th. New

Year celebration as per the

Hindu calendar in Udaipur is

always a grand commemora-

tion. As the city is efficiently

working in order to preserve

the rituals and Indian culture,

citizens also come forward

every year to keep this blaze

of traditions and more ani-

mated.

Various groups celebrated the

occasion in distinct ways.

Mr.Ashok Madhwani, owner

of Ashoka Bakery and Ashoka

Palace by providing free

refreshments to every passer-

by outside the bakery since its

establishment in the year 1999

on New Year sets a stirring

example of humanity and kind-

ness.

Mr. Praveen Ratlia, youngest

social activist of Asia and State

president of Namo VIchar

Manch made two world records

at a same time within two

hours by distributing 11,000 lad-

dus, Lord Hanuman’s frame

and stickers, and Hanuman

Chalisa in 11,000 houses of

Udaipur region and also by col-

lecting unused or old shoes

from same houses for the poor

and needy people. Whole

region was divided into 22 sec-

tions and every section was

allotted to volunteers who

worked at the same time and

set the world record by the dis-

tribution of gifts and collection

of old footwear. Well orga-

nized and channelized pro-

gramme took a striking con-

tour and turned out as a suc-

cessful event. Mr. Praveen

Ratlia also shared that the

welfare work towards the soci-

ety will be done consistently

with the help of same pre-

formed 22 teams throughout

the city and region.

Mr. Pradeep Kumawat, direc-

to r,  and  owner  o f  A lok

Sansthan, in association with

All India New Year festival

committee and various other

social groups, celebrated the

New Year by leading a huge

procession from Pala Ganeshji

till Dudh Talai. 

City sky started gleaming in the

evening with lustrous cold fire-

works at Dudh Talai. With the

distribution of 101 basil plants

celebration by the social groups

gave a wonderful message of

keeping the environment safe

and healthy. 

Every citizen was warmly greet-

ed with neem leaves, black

pepper and mishri in patron-

age of Mr. Pradeep Kumawat

and Alok Sansthan across the

city.

New Year as per the Hindu

Lunar calendar holds an

immense significance and is

widely celebrated with differ-

ent names across the country.

Chaitra shukla pashya pad-

hyami, ugaadi, gudi padwa,

chetichand, baisakhi, this fes-

tival has got as many different

names, unique way of cele-

bration and significance as

there are religions, regions

and diverse believes existing

in this country. 

We firmly wish and hope that

this new solar year spreads the

ray of novel positivity and hap-

piness in every human being’s

life.

“Dawn of novel hope and vigour:
New Year 2075”

Anushri Shrivastava is all set for training in NASA
before stepping onto Mars

Helmet Reduces Head
Injuries Upto 80%

New Khalsa Volvo Bus for Jodhpur
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